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Abstract
A review of To the Pool with MamaFacing the Day, by Laurel Dee Gugler; A Drop of Gold by Vlasta van Kampen; Twenty-Two Feelings from Nice to NastyJillian Jiggs and the Secret Surprise, by Phoebe Gilman.
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The Google Home Mini is an AI assistant that's far more capable than its small size would suggest. With Voice Match capabilities and smarter than the Echo Dot, you'll like this impressive little speaker. Here are some other things we like about the device. Google Home Mini review. Hotter than a Dot? Google's Home Mini outsmarts, doesn't outperform Amazon rival. Previous. Next. Google Home Mini review. Ok Google, are you better than the Echo Dot? Hugh Langley. The Google Home Mini needs little introduction - it's a smaller version of the regular Google Home we already know. It has all the Google Assistant brains and features of the bigger smart speaker, but costs less than half the price and, we reckon, looks better too. At £49 it's the same price as the Echo Dot, Amazon's own tiny smart speaker.